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N.M.Y.C. NEWS 
Our Club “Prolific Builders” of Star Boats  

Naples Model Yacht Club will host the STAR National Championship Regatta 
(NCR) on November 1st - 3rd at our pond at the North Collier Regional Park.  
Within our club are three members building STAR Class boats “from plans”.  


TC is building his fourth STAR boat, each one featuring changes to make it 
easier to service, more reliable and lighter.  Jack Wubbe is nearly finished 
with his second STAR and Dick Daniels is working on his third one. Let’s 
hope our members do well in the November NCR. 
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Jack Wubbe points out 
to TC how the winch is 
set up in his second 
STAR boat.
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Tip from a Sailing Coach: SAILING 
BY-THE-LEE 

If you’re sailing downwind with the mainsail out 
on the same side that the wind hits the boat, 
you’re sailing by-the-lee. A slight change of 
course or wind direction may cause an all-
standing accidental gibe, with the main boom 
going from full out to full out on the other tack. 
As the boom sweeps the deck and cockpit, that 
is a dangerous situation on a big boat, but on an 
R/C boat, sailing by-the-lee is merely inefficient 
and slow.


A sail is an airfoil, like an airplane wing, whose 
leading edge (the luff) must always face the wind. 
While sailing by-the-lee, the back of the sail (the 
leech) faces the wind, and the drive from a 
backward airfoil effect is much weaker than that 
of a properly set mainsail. You need to gibe. In 
fact, you needed to gibe way back there, where 
the pros did. DB


## Monthly Sailing Tips from Denis Blaise

Changes in Sailing Dates 
The Naples Area Junior Triathlon will start from our 
canopy area on Saturday, June 1st and again on 
Saturday, August 10th. On these two days, we will 
sail from our alternate pond behind Dick’s 
Sporting Goods on Naples Blvd.  
The Triathlon organizers will start at 7:00am and 
racers will be gone by 11:00am, hence our move to 
Pond #2 on Naples Blvd. 
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More about Star Boats…

A Star boat in “bare bones”

First Test Sails…
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